ABSTRACT: Former methods of amending firing table are not efficient for designing a firing table because it wastes time and needs shooting tests and calculation efforts. In order to reduce the unnecessary consumption it costs before and optimise it at a higher level, this paper introduces the concept of error analysis in firing table system and introduces a new optimized algorithm model of firing table. Using the new method model, it gives out the simulated comparison of the results between original firing table data, method of average error and the new method. Within the same meteorological weather, it compares the results with different parameters of the new algorithm model and gives out the performances in different algorithmic situations. Finally, from the simulated results and practical tests between different methods, the authors find that the new model not only can reduce the consumption of resource, but also can be 10% more efficient than the former ones.
INTRODUCTION
Fire efficiency [1] is the core factor of weapon system, and kill probability is the most important factor in it. The evaluation of a weapon system is the accuracy and efficiency of it. Therefore, firing accuracy is the most necessary factor to be improved, which can not only save a lot of bullets, but also be the core factor to win the whole warfare. Firing accuracy is the meaning of the degree of deviation between aiming point and burst point. Firing error contains the conception of firing accuracy and firing intensity.
Firing table can figure out the firing data to weapon system, but designing a firing table need a lot of shooting experiments and theoretical calculations. There are some methods to design and amend a shooting table before, such as the method of average error which depends on numerous results in shooting tests and the contrast experiment which depends on the same type of bullets [2] . In addition, there are a lot of researches on the influential parameters of firing table and hitting accuracy analysis models designed previously, such as the influential parameters analysis [3, 4] hitting probability analysis [5] , hitting efficiency function design [6] and so on. From the previous papers and methods, we know that they are not efficient enough for improving the accuracy of firing table at a high level. It also needs more work on designing and amending it after using the former methods. Some of them lack of error analysis and error control, while some others lack of the consideration of each parameter that should be involved into the simulations. Therefore, it is still a problem that designing a firing table costs a lot of unnecessary consumption of resource.
For improving firing accuracy, reducing the shooting error and theoretical calculations, this paper takes a kind of naval gun for simulation, and gives out a new error anglicising model which is based on DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise [7] [8] [9] . It considers every parameter that can influence the hitting accuracy of firing table, and can eliminate noise point in order to optimize the firing table in a high accuracy level. Through using the new designed model, we simulated and compared the former methods, and gave out the efficiency results from simulations and practical tests of amendment in new designed model. Firing table is specialized weapon system that can give out the corresponding relation between firing angle and ballistic data. It is the core part of a weapon system that can be the essential data base to be depended on. The research of general firing table [10] provided a certain kind of guidance for designing and amending firing table. Firing table is classified by two parts, namely,  basic firing table and amending firing table. Basic firing table is the data base that can give out the standard target point which is based on the basic meteorological weather. Figure 1 shows the firing area and trajectory in standard meteorological weather. Basic firing table expression:
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In expression (3), is the high angle which is the difference between the angular heights of the weapon and the angular heights of the hit point.
Amending firing table
When meteorological weather is not standard, that is to say:
When all the parameters above are not 0, we must use amending firing table to amend the firing area calculated by it. In the expression above: 0 * and * are respectively the actual initial velocity and the weight of the bullet; 0 and 0 are respectively the actual temperature and the air pressure when the elevation is 0; (ℎ) = ( (ℎ ), (ℎ ), ℎ (ℎ )) is the wind speed based on different height; is flow deviation acceleration.
Barrage deviation model
Definition of barrage deviation [11] : the vector distance between target path and bullet path.
If target path is ( ), bullet path is ( ). According to the definition above, the norm of barrage deviation is:
If we define the time when bullet leave the gun barrel as = 0, there will be the time = that:
* ( ) is the relative velocity between bullet and target. Apparently, all the barrage deviation vectors are perpendicular to the relative velocity. Because after ≥ 0, the relative velocity always exists. So there must be a relative velocity surface which is perpendicular to the target centre, and it is called the ballistic hit surface. Apparently, barrage deviation is the crossing point from bullet path to the ballistic hit surface. When and only when ( ) = ( ), the barrage deviation will be = 0. It indicates that barrage deviation is a two-dimensional vector of the ballistic hit surface. The coordinate system of barrage deviation is shown in Figure 2 . Origin of coordinate system is ; 0 is the extended line of * ; ℎ 0 is the axis of altitude;
0 is the axis of azimuth; the surface which consists of 0 and ℎ 0 is the ballistic hit surface.
We define the two-dimensional vector = * ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ which consists of the intersection point between bullet path and ballistic hit surface * and the origin of coordinate system . So barrage deviation can be indicated as follows:
and ℎ are respectively the azimuth deviation and altitude deviation of the bullet.
OPTIMIZED ALGORITHM OF FIRING TABLE
Because weapon system is a sophisticated system in battlefield environment, numerous and independent factors will be the elements which can cause barrage deviation of weapon system. However, the sum of infinite numbers of independent deviations is approximately in normal distribution [12] . We can use Monte Carlo simulation [13] to make all the barrage deviations into a density based figure, and use a new optimized algorithm model which is based on density to analysis barrage deviations in order to amend barrage deviations of firing table.
DBSCAN algorithm
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) can discover dense sample points and noise points among them [14] . So it can rectify and filter the noise points in order to improve the precision of correction. Noise points are the points which are neither border points nor core points.
Definition 1 (border points): Border points are not core points, but they are in the neighbourhood area of a core point.
Definition 2 (neighbourhood area ε): The radius area of the given object is called neighbourhood area .
Definition 3 (core object): If there are points greater than or equal to (minimum points) in the neighbourhood area of the given object, it can be called core object.
Definition 4 (directly density-reachable): If there is a given objects set , and is in the neighbourhood area of . Additionally, is a core object, that we can call object to is directly density-reachable. Definition 5 (density-reachable): as for a sample set D , if there is an object chain 1 , 2 , … , , 1 = , = , and ∈ (1 ≤ ≤ ), +1 are objects that directly density-reachable of ε and , we define the object is density-reachable with and . Definition 6 (density-connected): If there is an object ∈ which can lead and to be density-connected with and , we define it the density-connected from to . Scan all the data set, and find out that a random core point to expand the whole core points is the way SDBSCAN works. The method is to find all the core points which are density-reachable in the neighbourhood until there is no such point to be expanded. All the other points besides the border are not core points.
The application of the algorithm model
Because the distribution of barrage deviation is independent and random, therefore, we can use density-based method to analyse the barrage deviation in order to rectify deviation in firing table.
The barrage deviation of naval weapon system [15] is 2 , and:
In formula (11), is system deviation, is strong correlation deviation, is weak correlation deviation, and is uncorrelated deviation. According to the distribution of barrage deviation in firing processes or use Monte Carlo simulation, we can get the density-based distribution figure that we can use it to analyse barrage deviation in order to separate the noise points and border points. 
If
= 4, = , the separation process is shown in Figure 3 .
The neighbourhood area of point a has 7 points in it, so a is a core point. And there are only 3 points in the neighbourhood area of b. Therefore, b is a border point. Apparently, the function of the new algorithm model which is based on DBSCAN is to remove the noise points and reserve the core points which are also the high probability points in firing processes.
The rectified noise of firing table is accurately the amending firing table. Using the results from the new algorithm model can be more efficient in designing and optimizing firing table.
Take the advantages of DBSCAN relevant algorithms [16, 17] , we can use all the simulated points generated form the shooting tests to optimize firing table.
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION EXAMPLE
For verifying the efficiency feature of the new model, we take a certain type of naval gun as example to do Monte Carlo simulation. Target parameters are as follows: Velocity is 300m/s; fairway crosscut is 500m; altitude is 1000m; horizontal slant distance is 5000m; course direction angle is 210°. Warship parameters are as follows: Velocity is 30 knots; course direction angle is 30°. We take the old method of average error used by designing firing table formerly and the new algorithm method which is based on DBSCAN for comparison. The simulated results are as follows.
Different parameters in new algorithm model
When
= 10, = 0.4 and simulation times of Monte Carlo are 500, the barrage deviation distribution simulated with the parameters shown above is shown in Figure 5 . In the figure, core, border and outlier represent the core points, border points and outlier points separately. Obviously, it divides all the points into three different types, namely, core points which are density-reachable, border points which are not core points that can be density-reachable but in the neighbourhood area of a certain core point, outlier points which are noise points that neither core point nor in the neighbourhood area of a certain core point. We can obviously find that the new algorithm model can easily distinguish noise and core points in it which can give us a better correction value.
From the simulated points in Figure 5 , we can easily eliminate the noise points in it so that we can use the useful points that really relevant to the barrage deviation system of firing table. Eliminate the noise points and also the border points is the next step for the model. After the eliminating process, we can get the better results from the amending process.
Through using the results, we get from the new algorithm model, and we can simulate the system again to see efficiency of the rectified barrage deviation. It costs no resource because we can use previous data we got.
As for the different simulation parameters of the new algorithm model, the simulation results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . The Monte Carlo time is 500 and the unit of azimuth deviation and altitude deviation is mill radian. They show us different results between old method of average error and the method of new algorithm model. Table 1 shows the results of the comparison between different methods when the constant parameter of the new method is = 0.2 and the variant is . It shows the different results simulated with different , they are: = 2, = 5, = 10 and = 20. Table 2 shows the results of the comparison between different methods when the constant parameter of the new method is = 5 and the variant is . It shows the different results simulated with different , they are = 0.15, = 0.2, = 0.4 and = 0.6. In Table 1 and Table 2 , the first column shows the parameters we concern about the naval gun system. They are hits number which is the total number of the bullets that hit its target, altitude deviation and azimuth deviation. The first row shows the parameters of original value that simulated by original shooting table, the method of average error and last four columns are results of the new method with different relevant parameter.
From simulation results in Table 1 and Table 2 , we know that the amending values decrease with the increase of the neighbourhood area and , and the amending value increases when the neighbourhood area and increase more. The trend of the variation is just like a parabola, and there is a most efficient point that can amend the barrage deviation to an optimum level. In addition, from the tables, we can also find out that the results of barrage deviation in new method can be closer to 0 than the old methods. When = 5 and = 0.2, the average of amendments for the deviation is the minimum and the hits number is maximum; while when = 20 and = 0.6, the hits number of new method is lower than the method of average error.
In conclusion, from simulations results shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , when the times of Monte Carlo in two compared methods are the same, the results of the new method are superior to the older methods if we took an appropriate value of MinPts and ε. In addition, it can highly optimize the firing error in firing table by using the new model.
Comparison of different simulation times
As for another influential parameter, we take different times of Monte Carlo simulation to illustrate the results influenced by it with different kind of methods we simulated and analysed before. We use the same parameters that can be influential in the new method so that they can be excluded for the influential factor to the final results. The constant parameters that we use in new method are MinPts = 5 and ε = 0.2, and the different times of Monte Carlo simulation we take are 100 times, 200 times and 500 times. The simulation results of different times of Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Table 3 .
The first column of Table 3 shows the different times of Monte Carlo simulation. The first row shows the parameters of original value that simulated by original shooting table, the method of average error and the new method based on DBSCAN with constant listed before.
From the simulation results in Table 3 , it is obvious that when the simulation times increase, the results of barrage deviation of each method are lower than the results of smaller simulation times. Also, the fact is obvious that only when the simulation times of Monte Carlo are 100, the hits number of every method is the same. However, the barrage deviation of the new method is more close to 0 than the other two. When the simulation times increase, the comparisons are more obvious. In the rows of 200 simulation times, the hits number of new method is respectively 9 and 7, more than the original value method and average error method. The same condition also shows in the row of 500 simulation times.
In conclusion, we know that if the parameters in the new method are constant, the efficiency of amendment decreases with the Monte Carlo simulation time increases. According to the statistics, we know that the efficiency of amendment will trend to be stable. From the simulation results and comparisons shown above, it is apparently that the new method of amending the firing table is more efficiency than the old one even in different times of Monte Carlo simulation. The new method in situation of different simulation times can be 10% more efficient than the other methods.
If we consider the simulation times as the firing times for designing or amending a firing table, it is obvious that the new algorithm model can be more efficient and can reduce consumption of shooting tests.
CONCLUSION
This paper gives out a new designed efficiency algorithm model which is based on DBSCAN, and compares the simulation results with the former methods.
With different relevant parameters taken into consideration, this paper analyses and compares different situations which are based on different parameters of Specifically, when the simulation times which increase the barrage deviation can be reduced and new method can be 10% more efficient than other ones. In addition, with different parameters in new method that should be concerned, the hits number which can indicate the efficiency of a firing table increases with the increase of the MinPts and ε, but they all decrease when the value of MinPts and pass a certain value. Same as the comparison of different times of Monte Carlo simulation times, the new method in two different parameters is also more efficient than previous methods. The barrage deviation is closer to 0 and hits number can be increased to almost 20% than method of original method and to almost 15% than method of average error.
By way of conclusion, if we take good use of the new method for designing and amending firing table by appropriately selected parameters, it can be more efficient and can also reduce a lot of unnecessary work. And it is an essential thing that we should reduce consumptions in tests today. Using a lot of shooting tests and calculations will cause the waste of recourses. In addition, old methods of designing and amending firing table are not only low-efficient but also cause unnecessary error in it. Therefore, a high-efficient method should be taken into practical use for avoiding those wastes happen again.
Using the new method, we not only simulated and compared with different methods in simulation system of weapon system, but also used it in practical tests. The practical test shows nearly the same results, as shown above.
As we all know that firing table and firing efficiency are the core factors in weapon systems. How to tackle and reduce the barrage deviation is the main mission for us in designing a new weapon system. Moreover, there is no doubt that hitting accuracy is the most essential thing in battlefield. How to get even more effective firing table to reduce the errors probably occurred in battlefield and how to do less practical tests to get more efficiency results should be the core problem to be solved in possible future.
